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Employers have a general duty to furnish workplaces free from recognized hazards. 
Part of that obligation is providing employees with personal protective equipment
(PPE). This leads to a series of questions, such as: What types of PPE are employers
required to provide?  How are they to determine what PPE is required at a particular
worksite?  Do they even have to provide PPE?

This webinar will  address the legal requirements for employers related to PPE,
including:

The Hierarchy of Controls;
Types of PPE;
Conducting a hazard and PPE assessment for each workplace;
Training requirements for using PPE;
Requirements for providing PPE to employees; and
Other aspects of the OSHA PPE standard.
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Travis Vance is a partner in the firm’s Charlotte office. He has tried matters across
several  industries  and various  subject  matters,  including employment  litigation,
business  disputes  and  matters  prosecuted  by  the  Mine  Safety  and  Health
Administration (MSHA) and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
Travis has emerged as a thought leader in the field of workplace safety. His writing
and interviews are followed closely by experts in the safety arena and have been
featured in premiere publications such as Business Insurance, EHS Today, and the
Wall Street Journal.
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